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The Third Annual Meeting of the Fisheries Commission of NAFO was called to order by the Chairman, Mr.
J. B. P. Farnell (EEC), at 1445 hrs 8 September in the Lord Nelson Hotel, Halifax, Nova Scotia,with
the presence of representatives from all COMMiSSion members except Romania, Bulgaria, Faroe islandsian,
Iceland. (See Appendix I)

Under Agenda item 2, leipportcur, Elizabeth Mundell (Canada) was appointed Rapporteur.

1. Under Agenda Item 3, Ad2ption of Agenda, the USSR delegate commented that Item 18 of the Provisional
Agenda circulated in NAFO Circular Letter 81/56 dealing with minimum mesh size for groundtish in the
Regulatory Area, should refer to regulated groundfish, not all groundfish. The Chairman agreed that
that was a correct interpretation. The Chairman also proposed to add under Administration a new item,
number 9A, Election of Officers. That was Agreed. (See Appendix II)

Under Agenda Item 4, Admission of Observers, the Chairman suggested that the Commission should adopt
the same procedure regarding the Admission of Observers as that adopted by the General Council earlier
that day. lie then welcomed as Observers representatives from Spain, the USA and Korea.

Under Agenda item 5, Publicity, it was agreed that the usual practice be followed whereby the Chairmen
of the Fisheries Connission, the General. Council and the Scientific Council, together with the Executive
Secretary, would agree upon a Press Release for issuance at the close of the Meeting.

6. Under Agenda Item 6, Final Approval of  the Report of the Second Annual Meeting, FC Doc 80/1X/16 Revised,
it was noted that that Report was subject again to final approval because the word "last" had been
inserted in the first line of the minutes relating to Item 29(b). The Report of the Second Special
Meeting FC Doc 81/1V/4 Revised was approved without comment.

1. Under Agenda Item 7, Approval of the  Report of the Third Special Meeting, FC Doc 81/V1/7, the Spanish
Representative intervened to protest the Resolution 1/81 passed at that Meeting and requested that it
be withdrawn. The Spanish Representative then delivered a statement on that question, which he re-
quested be circulated to all delegations as a NAFO document (FC Doc. 81/LX/13). As there were no further
connents the Report of the Third Special Meeting, including_ the text of Resolution 1/81 was adiTted
as recorded in FC Doc 871/7.

Under Agenda Item 8, Review of Commission Membership, it was noted that there had been no change in the
Commission Membership since the last meeting of the Fisheries Connission.

Under Agenda Item 9, Review of Rules of Procedure, a discussion took place under Item 9(a) of the
Proposal to replace rule 4.1 so that a Draft Provisional Agenda would be sent 100 days before the date
fixed for the opening of the meeting. Recalling the earlier debate on this question in the General
Council, the Chairman suggested that the Proposal be amended to read 90 rather than 100 days. The
Executive Secretary noted that it was not uncommon to have meetings of the Fisheries Commission
within 90 days and that therefore insufficient time would be allowed for circulation of a Draft Provi-
sional Agenda. At the suggestion of the Chairman, it was agreed to adopt the present text amended to
read 90 days, and to discuss later, if necessary, the question of establishing Rules of Procedure re-
lating to emergency meetings. (See Appendix Ill)

Under Agenda Item 9(b), it was agreed that there would he no change in the status and privileges of
Observers in the Fisheries Conmdssion.

There was no comment on Agenda Item 10, Status of Propl,sals, Circular Letter 81/51, which was tier;
ratified.

At the suggestion of the Chairman, it was agreed that Agenda Items 11, 12, 11, 14 and 15 would be
considered by STACT1C. It was agreed further that STACTIC would convene at 0900 hrs Wednesday, 'I
September, to elect a Chairman and begin discussion of these Agenda Items.

Under Agenda Item 16(a), Management Measures for Fish Stocks in the Regulatory Area Cod in Div. SM,
the Chairman called first for a report by the Chairman of STACFIS, Dr. G. H. Winters (Canada). Dr.
Winters noted that the assessment of cod in Division 3M had been provided at the Special Meeting of
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March 1981 and since then no new data had become available on which to base any new advice. lie there-
fore proposed that assessment of that stock be deferred until early 1982. The Delegate of Canada
suggested that the Fisheries Commission attempt to take a decision in the context of the scientific
advice currently available. He noted that it was always possible to have another meeting to study that
stock if the scientific advice were to change significantly. He further noted that even if a decision
could not be made for the whole of 1982, it was at least necessary to make a decision for Lhe first
half of that year. The Delegate of the EEC suggested that any radical change in the scientific advice
on this stock would be unlikely, lie therefore stated that the Fisheries Commission should proceed to
plan a long term management strategy on the basis of existing advice. The Delegate of Cuba agreed
with Canada in that the Commission should be prepared to discuss that stock at another meeting if the
scientific advice were to change dramatically. Following a short break, the Delegate of Canada
acknowledged that it would probably be necessary to be pragmatic and realistic concerning 3M cod. lie
noted that that stock had already been discussed at length at previous meetings, and added that although
fishing mortality of F0 . 1 level would allow for a TAC of 5,000 M.T., this would undoubtedly prove un-
acceptable to Commission members. On the contrary, he went on, it would probably be impossible to set
a 3M cod TAC at a level lower than approximately 12,000 M.T. He therefore formally proposed that the
1982 TAC for 3M cod remain close to the 1981 level and further that the TAC stay at that level until
the biomass reached half the level required for the long term sustainable catch at F ma, or, in other
words, until the biomass of 3M cod approximately doubled in size. He cited in making that proposal
the decision taken by the Fisheries Commission in its Second Special Meeting concerning cod in Division
3NO. The Delegate of Canada then specified that the 3M cod TAC should be set at 12,405 M.T. and that
members should retain the allocations of 1981, with 50 M.T. for Others.

The Delegate of the EEC expressed his support of the general approach proposed by Canada, including
tie proposal to have a long-term management plan for Div. 3M cod as for cod in Div. 3NO. In his
opinion, however, scientific advice should be taken more seriously; consequently he proposed that a
lower TAC should be established, and that allocations be reduced for all members on a pro rata basis.

At that point in the debate, the Chairman reminded the members that the Faroese Delegation had not yet
arrived and that it would be unwise to continue discussion much further on a stock in which the Faroese
Delegation had such a considerable interest. Before discussion on that item closed, however, there
were a few brief interventions. The Delegate of Norway supported the Canadian proposal, and, alluding
to Norway's particular requirements for allocations from that stock discussed at previous meetings,
he also supported the proposal to make the same allocations to members as in 1981. The Delegate of
Portugal expressed his support fur the statements male by Canada and Norway. The Delegate of Poland
supported the Canadian proposal. The Observer from Spain sought clarification as to whether the
Canadian proposal involved a special reservation for Spain or whether Spain's allocation would tall
into the Others category. The Chairman responded that the subject under discussion at that point was
'PAC's, not allocations, but that the proposed TAC of 12,405 M.T. would be allotted among Parties to
the NAFO Convention and there would therefore not be a special reservation for Spain. The Observer
iipm _Spain requested assurances that the question of allocations would be discussed later. The Chairman
satisfied Spain on this point. it was then agreed to defer further discussion of the item until the
arrival of the Faroese Delegation.

Under Agenda Item 16(b), kedfish in Div. 3M, the Chairman of STACFIS stated that the scieutific advice
was to retain a TAC for the stock of 20,000 M.T. That was agreed without comment.

Under Agenda Item 16(c), American _plaice in Div. 3M, the Chairman of STACFIS, pointed out that that
was mainly a by-catch stuck, that no new scientific data were available and reconmumded that the TAC
should remain at 2000 M.T. That was agreed without comment.

16. Milder Agenda Item 17, Management Measures for fish stocks overlapping national fishing limits, the
Delegate of Canada made a procedural suggestion that those stocks be the subject of informal multi-
lateral consultations with the Canadian Delegation before being discussed in the Fisheries Commission.
The Chairman concurred in that suggestion.

1/. Under Agenda Item 18, Minimum mesh size for groundfish in the Regulatory Area, the Chairman cited
the documentary references on that subject, as listed in the Agenda, and drew from those references
the conclusion that the scientific evidence was too incomplete to permit advice on this problem. The
Delegate of Cuba suggested that the Scientific Council be asked to clarify this issue. The Chairman
replied that it was unlikely that the Scientific Council could consider this problem during its current
session. The Chairman of STACF1S proposed that the Scientific Council try, during its current session,
to identify the precise deficiency of the data base and to have the results of that study available
for the June L982 meeting. The Chairman proposed that discussion of that item be postponed until the
next annual meeting. The Delegate of Canada elaborated on the reasons for the inclusion of that item
in the Agenda of the annual meeting. He pointed out that Canada had, as of July 1, 1981, introduced
regulations requiring a minimum mesh size of 130 nun„ irrespective of material, within the Canadian zone.
Canada had therefore thought that NAFO might wish to adopt a similar regulation in order to ensure
consistency of conservation efforts on both sides of the 200 mile limit. He also pointed out that
different mesh size regulations would have practical. implications. Canada would not press the issue,
however, if other tin.•mbers did not share her concern about the practiciai difficulties.



The Delegate of the USSR stated that Soviet selectivity studies had shown that there vas no scientific

basis for the Canadian requirement of a 130 imu minimum mesh size in the Canadian zone and that a

simi Lir regulation should not be introduced in the Regulatory Area. He offered to make the results

of the Soviet ,tudies available to the Selentitiv Council.

The Delegate of Cuba sympathized with the Canadian approach but expressed his concern about the ec000-

mic  implications of this measure for the Cuban fleet. He therefore supported the position of the USSR.

He also thought that SCR Doc 81/1X/87 should be given full consideration during that same session

by the Scientific Council and that no decision on the matter should be Laken before that.

The IleleEpte of the EEC stated that the logical procedure would be to let the Scientific Council con-

sider the question, and then refer it to STACTIC.

After some further discussion, the Chairman instructed STACTIC to add Item 18 to its agenda, in order

to establish whether that issue needed to be discussed further in the Scientific Council or the

Coumilssion.

18. Under Agenda item 19, Review of the International Scientific Observer Program, (FC Doc 80/1X/16, Revised,
Section 14, pages 2 and 3), it was noted that Canada had volunteered to present a report on that program

but that that report was not yet available. It was therefore agreed to defer discussion on that item.

l9. Under Agenda Item 20, Conservation and Enforcement Measures for NAFO, it was noted that certain enforce-

ment measures had been adopted and were set out in FC Doc 81/lX/8. The Chairman directed the
.attention of the members to Part II, Sect. A of the latter Document, which indicated that Delinitions
ol dear were to he added at a later date. He iniormed the members that the definitions were to he
tound in SCS Ito' 8I/IX/21 and that the combination of this Document and FC Doc 81/IX/8 would

provide a complete text OH that ,;ubject. The Executive Secretary added that pri■grt . ,:s toward

the translation of the,: scienliiic definitions into regulations was not complete and that multi.. r
meeting of the Working Croup on that problem would be necessary. The Chairman replied that he hoped

the Working droop would be able to meet on Wednesday, 9 September. The Executive Secretary would try

and convene the meeting.

The Chairman then suggested that the Fisheries Commission recess until the following day in order to
allow STACTIC to begin its deliberations. It was agreed that intergovernmental consultations on over-

lapping stocks would begin at 1L00 hrs September 9.

The Fisheries Commission recessed at 1700 hrs of September 8 and reconvened at 1530 hrs Wednesday,

9 September 1981.

'the Meeting began with further consideration of Agenda Item 16(a), Management Measures for fish stocks
in the Regulatory Area, Cod  in Div. 3M. The Chairman initiated discussion by summarizing the two
proposals concerning that stock: A Canadian proposal. to fix a TAC of 12,405 M.T. with allocations to
NAFO members remaining at the 1981 level, and an EEC proposal for a lower TAC reflecting the scientific
advice, with pro rata reductions of allocations to NAFO members.

The Delegate of the EEC commented first on the item, expressing his request that the TAC for cod in

Div. 3M be brought more into line with the scientific advice. He added, however, that after further
consideration he would be willing to support the Canadian proposal. He qualified that support by

confirming that the proposed TAC of 12,405 M.T. should be clearly understood as a maximum figure which,
depending on the scientific advice, could be reduced in future. The Delegate of the EEC thereupon
withdrew his proposal of the previous day. Following a request by the Delelate of the Faroe  Islands
fur a reiteration of the Canadian proposal, the Observer from Slain asked whether the current discussion

related to the TAC for cod in Div. 3M or to allocations of that stock. Me Chairman clarified that
the Canadian proposal involved both the TAC and allocations and expressed his understanding that it
made no allowance for a special reservation for Spain. The Delelpte of Canada confirmed the withdrawal
of the special reservation for Spain. He also expressed his support for the EEC view that the TAC of

12,405 M.T. was very much a maximum figure which would remain in effect until there was a significant
change In the scientific advice on the stock.

22. The Delegate of  Japan intervened to express his anxiety about the atmosphere in NAFO which seemed to
have assumed a rather confrontational nature with member countries on the one hand versus non-member
countries OR the other. He added that the proposed reduction in the TAC for cud in Div. IM was in the
order of 300 M.T., a tiny amount which would have little effect on the stock one way or the other. He
asked whether it would not be possible to work toward a more conciliatory atmosphere.

The Chairman responded that the Japanese point was well taken, that it was necessary to operate in NAFO
within a political as well as a biological environment. The Deleate of Canada addressed himself to
the Japanese statement by affirming that the Canadian proposal was b y no means intended to provoke
confrontation. He pointed out that the 1982 allocations to members were to remain at 1981 levels

and that non-members could always join NAFO and receive allocations. He noted that Spain, for instance,
was not willing to join NAFO or to abide by its regulations. The Canadian proposal, he added, was
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dedicated to the necessity of conservation efforts and to the principle of equitable treatment for all

members.

The Chairman then stated that the most important'issue for the Fisheries Conmiission was not the ques-

tion of some 300 M.T. of cod in Div. 3M but the fact that the proposed TAC for that stock was 12,405

M.T. even though the scientific advice clearly suggested a much lower TAC, around 5,000 M.T. The

Observer from  Spain noted the inconsistency of the NAFO position, which admitted observers but ignored
the interests of those observers. The Chairman countered that on the contrary NAFO had been careful

for the past three years to recognize the interests of Spain by fixing a special reservation for that

country.

The Delegate of the EEC expressed the view that a consensus seemed to be emerging in support of the
proposed TAC for cod in Div. 3M. He added that the discussions would naturally be reopened if any new

members were to join NAFO and that the NAFO Convention provided for such an eventuality. The Observer

from Spain asserted that NAFO did indeed seem to be engaged in a confrontation in that certain accusation

against Spain had resulted in withdrawal of its s?ecial reservation.

Upon a request from the Chairman for more direct progress toward a decision on the item, the Delegate
of the Faroe Islands put forward his view that the Canadian proposal was the only politically viable

solution to that delicate question. Regarding the special reservation for Spain, the Delegate of  the 

Faroe  Islands hoped that Spain would join NAFO and thus eliminate the problem. Titus the Canadian

proposal was adopted.

Under Agenda Item 16(b), Redfish in Div.  3M, the Chairman invited proposals on allocations of that
stock, a TAC of 20,000 M.T. having been agreed to the previous day. The Delegate of the EEC proposed

that the allocations be based on the 1981 allocations. That was  agreed.

Under Agenda Item 16(c), American plaice In Div. 3M, it was agreed that the already agreed TAC of

2,000 M.T. should be distributed on the basis of the 1981 allocations.

Under Agenda Item 17, Management Measures for fish stocks overlapping national fishing limits, the
Chairman cited the FC Working Paper 81/IX/8 which represented the outcome of the intergovernmental
consultations that morning on overlapping stocks. He invited the Delegate of Canada to introduce the

paper.

Since none of the information in the paper was new to any of the Delegations, the Delegate of Canada
reiterated only briefly each of the proposals for the various stocks. The Chairman suggested that
the allocation proposal be considered stock by stock and invited comments or alternate proposals.

On Agenda Item 17(a), Cod in Div. 3N0, the Observer from Spain indicated that he had the same comment
to make as he had made before on 3M cod, that is, that Spain had hoped for a special reservation.

There were no other comments on the Canadian proposal for the stock, and it was therefore agreed.

Under Agenda Item 17(b), Redfish in  Div. 3LN, the Delegate of the  EEC expressed his disappointment
that the Canadian proposal had not been revised on the basis of the discussion on that stock during the

intergovernmental consultations in which the EEC had requested a quota of 350 tons. He therefore

repeated his proposal which he stressed was carefully calculated to increase the EEC allocation of that
stock within the agreed TAC with a minimal effect on other Contracting Parties. The proposed alloca-

tions were as follows: Canada 9850 tons, Cuba 2200 tons, EEC 350 tons, USSR 10,750 tons, GDR 850 tons,

Portugal 850 tons, Other 150 tons.

The Delegate of the USSR protested strongly against the EEC proposal. The Delegate of Cuba also

indicated his inability to support the proposal on the grounds that it would be dangerous to introduce
into the Fisheries Commission the principles underlying the EEC proposal. The Delegate of  the  EEC

replied that his proposal was based on the degree of participation by the EEC in the fishery in the
recent past. Between 1973 and 1976, he went on, the EEC participation had amounted to 1.411 of the
TAC for the stock and the actual EEC request derived from this figure. The request was justified

by the fact that a study of the participation of certain other parties revealed that their shares of
the TAC were much greater than their catches as a proportion of the total. TAC. In addition the EEC
proposal was so modest that agreement to it would constitute no hardship for the other parties affected
while it would at the same time provide an adequate basis for re-entry into the fishery next year by

the EEC fishermen. There was then further discussion on the principle of proportionate participation
and the absolute effects of lower TACs by the Delegates of the USSR and the EEC. As no general agree-
ment seemed forthcoming, the Chairman postponed further discussion on the item.

29. Under Agenda Item 17(c), American plaice in Div. 3LNO, the Canadian proposal was agreed.



Under Agenda item 17(d), Yellowtail flounder in Div. 300, the Delegate of the EEC expressed disappoint-
ment that its allocation oh 430 M.T. was rather less than the application of the 1981 proportions would
provide given the increase in the TAC for that stock. He therefore proposed an allocation of 440 M.T.
The Delegate of Canada acknowledged that an increase In the TAC should result in increases in allocations
to Contracting Parties hot denied that the increases should invariably he precisely on a pro rata basis.
He described the Canadian fishery on that stock as a major one, on which Canadian communities were
highly dependent and which had been severely restrained in past years. He claimed that Canadian
fishermen were entitled to benefit more than others by the improvement in the condition of the stock.
He stated that the increased Canadian allocation of 22,470 tons would still constrain Canadian fisher-
men, while an allocation of 430 tons would not constrain EEC fishermen.

The Delegate of the EEC responded that EEC fishermen had also made sacrifices to protect yellowtail
!founder in division 300. The Delegates of the EEC and Canada then discussed in greater detail the
degree to which their respective fisheries of that stock had been constrained. The consideration of
that stock closed without_ a decision with the statement by the Delegfileof Canada that the 30 ton
increase in the EEC allocation over that of 1981 was sufficient to satisfy the principle that increases
in allocations should follow an increase in the TAC. Discussion on the item was then postponed.

Under Agenda Item 17(e), Witch flounder in Div. 3NO, the Canadian proposal was agreed.

tinder Agenda Item 17(f), Capelin in Div. 300, the Deleilate  of the USSR cited the provisional report
01 the Scientific Council of June 1981 (pp. 29-30) and proposed that a final decision on that stock
be deterred to early 1982. The Chairman asserted that a decision should be taken now on the basis of
existing scientilic advice and added that any decision could always be reconsidered if the scientific
advice changed significantly. The Delegate of the USSR confirmed that he was at this stage neither
requesting a Special Meeting on Capelin in Div. 31.110 nor suggesting that Forthcoming scientific advice
would be much changed from the existing advice. He simply wished to have recorded the possibility
that the decision on that stock might have to he reconsidered Later. 	 Further discussion followed on
the timing of meetings of the Fisheries Commission, Lite Scientific Council and Special Meetings. The
Canadian proposal on capelin in divisions 100 was then agreed on the understanding that discussion
on future meetings of the Fisheries Commission would continue under another agenda item.

Under Agenda Item I7(g), 51uid (1!tc.2.0 in Subareas 3+4, the Observer fromIpain mad, the same comment
on that stock proposal as on the proposals ter cod in divisions 3M and BO. He stated his inability
to agree with the denial of the Spanish interests in these three stocks and his wish to have this un
record. The Chairman reminded the participants of the change in the distribution of the quotas for
Squid (//:c.c) in Subareas If4 and noted that the amount ol 2,250 tons 	 formerly reserved for Spain was
to be shared by Canada and the EEC. The Delegate of the EEC pointed out that some contusion might
result from the absence of figures against Canada and the EEC. that did not signify that those two
parties had no allocations but only that the exact sharing arrangement was to be determined later by
Canada and the EEC. He proposed a footnote similar to the statement setting out that. arrangement in
FC Doe 80/IX/16, paragraph 30(f). The Delegate of Canada concurred with the idea of a footnote, but
suggested that the Delegations of Canada and the EEC consult on the language of the footnote and pre-
sent it later to the Fisheries Commission for approval. That was agreed and the proposed allocation
was adopted subject-. to final settlement of the drafting point. raised.

The Chairman then observed that alternate proposals remained on only two stocks - Redfish in Div. 3iN
and Yellowtail flounder in Div. 300. He proposed that the Commission resume discussion on those two
outstanding stocks at a later stage in the meeting.

35, The Observer from Spain requested confirmation that the Canadian proposals had, with only two exceptions,
been accepted. On receiving that confirmation, he delivered it statement (FC Doc 81/IX/12). The
Chairman thanked the Observer from Spain for the statement and expressed his approval of the Spanish
intention to restrict the fishing effort of the Spanish fleet in the area outside the 200-mile limit.

Due to the lateness of the hour, the Commission recessed and the Meeting recovened at 1100 hrs
Thursday, 10 September 1981.

Following a suggestion by the Chairman, it was agreed to make a formal request to the Executive
Secretary to arrange that, in future, the meetings of Standing Committees and Working Croups take
place in advance of meetings of ihe Fisheries Commission. in that way, the reports of these Committees
and Groups would he available for iamiediate consideration by the Fisheries Collimission and unnecessary
delays in its work would be avoided.

It was  agreed to consider the report of STACT1C, on Agenda items II to IS and 18 on Friday, September
lith.

38. Under Agenda Item 19, Review of the International Scientific Observer Program, the Delegate of Canada
stated that a written report would not be provided and instead a brief review of the Program was put
forward. Despite an excellent beginning in 19811 with 7 agreements and 	 ?IR observer days in the



Regulator , Aiti, it had been necessary In 1981 to renegotiate these agreements resulting 	 in only 14
,,r., • rver ddy,; in the Aced that year. lite Delegate of 	 LAMA then Ahmtunced t ha t Cuba Lad just.	 concluded

IVF111 hi Literal agreement with Canada to participate in the Program. 	 It was agreed	 that the
,Meet he rognlail, 1 evrewed at each Annual Meeting.

	

I".	 IhskT Agenda Item 1/(b), Redlich in Div. 3LN, it was agreed to vote on the	 two outstanding proposals.
The FEC ploposAl wa, dAfeated by a vote of one in la yout (EEC), 4 against (Canada, Cuba, GDR, Poland)
and live Aleittittions ( • aroe hi lands, Japan, Norway, Portugal and the USSR). The Canadian 	 proposal was

therefore adilpted.

	

Af.	 Undel it i jenda Haan 1/(d), Yellowtail flounder in Div. 31.NO, the Delt ..ilate of	 the USSR expressed his
iAmptirt for the Canadian proposal. The Delegate of Canada hoped that the two proposals would not have
to coon . to A vile since only two patties, Canada and the EEC, were involved. H C proposed	 that the two
parties, concerned consult on the matter. The Delegate of the EEC asked to have recorded	 the EEC view
that its share of the TAt. lei that stock should be maintained. that was confirmed. He then	 reluctantly
witfulrew hit; proposal and tht Catuidian proposal was therefore agreed.

	41.	 Retnrniny, to Agenda Item 1/(I), Capella in Div. 31.1 ,10 	 the Delegate of tint USSR directed the attention
the memhers to loolnote 4 in TLibli . I of FC Doc 80/1X/16, Report of the Second Atinual Meeting.	 Ile

sugge4ted a oiwiIar toothote I or capitlin. The Chairman r•spond,41 that such	 a footnote	 commit.
the Commission to a mid-year meeting contiary to the consensus then prevalent. at the Meeting against
mid-yeat meeting,.. The De1e.gates of CanadA and the EEC reiterated their view that the NAFO Convention
and holed of Procedure allowed clearly for special meetings and that the absence of a footnote would

preclude A 'Ater review of capelin If that would he deemed necessary.	 It was altiatil	 to record duff

the tAC and allocations for iapelin wet, subject 1_0 review should there be	 any change in	 tit,	 scientific

	

62.	 Returning to Agenda Item 1/(g), Stoid ((iii.) in Subareas 1+4, the Dejegate 	 ot  the EEC proposed that
the explanation of lhe allocations to the EEC and Canada he added to the schedule rather 	 than included
in the Report of the Meeting. The Delegate of Canada stated his preference	 to have the explanation
in the record rather than in a footnote to the shedule. He proposed informal consultations with	 the
ICC to develop An agreed point of view,

	

I.	 The Chairman then observed that Agreement in principle had been reached on 	 the two sets of stock and
that a table won'u he preistred for formal agreement by the Fisheries Commission at its next session.

the Meeting recessed at 1145 hrs. on Thursday, 10 September and recovened at 1100 hrs on 	 Friday,
II September 1981.

Under Agenda Item 9A, Election of Officers, Dr. W. M.	 Murphy (Canada) was unanimously elected Chairman
pi the Fisheries Comidssion and hr. J. A. Varea (Cuba) , was unanimously elected Vice-Chairman.

	

4s.	 tinder Agenda Items 11 to 15 the Chairman of STACTIC,Mr. h. S. Parsons (Canada), presented	 the STACTiC
tilhirt. (llee Appendix 1V)

	

4h.	 Under Agenda Item 11, Review of Annual Return of Infringemmts and corresponding forms, the Fisheries
iammi•siem noted And altproved the STACTIC recommendation that returns on inspections and	 infringements

more_proptly to the Executive Secretary..

	

41.	 I4i:h'r Agenda Item 12,Fishiag Vessel Registration, the Fisheries Commission 	 in accordance with the
slAeliC rei . aintendarion requested that the Executive Secretary issue as soon as the data would he
available an updated list, of vtssels registered to fish in the Regulatory Area.

	

48.	 Under Agenda Item 13, Enforcement in Division 3M, the 	 Fisheries Con-mission noted the STACTIC conclusion
Ihat, although progress had been made in expanding enforcement activity in Division 3M, the burden of
enforcement had not been shared equitably in the past. The DoleliaLe of Norway stated that he envisaged
some practical problems for Norwa y in the enforcement scheme proposed in FC Doc 81/1X/10. He undertook
to consult with Canada to see whether those ditliculties could be resolved 	 salislactorily. The Dele.gate ol
lap!ut pointed out that, contrary to the STACTIC report, Japan would be unable to send a patrol
vessel. to Division IN in 1982. it was then igL2ed that the plotmsal coot-tined in EC Doc	 81/1X/10
deserved further study and that isodt Contracting_ Party would ,oRan9, to the	 Executive S O	tt.ary before
the end 01 1981 its specific plans for enforcem•nt activity in Division 3M	 for 1982.

Under Agenda Item 14, lits.pectors' Identity_Card, it was agtd4td that. the Executive Secretary	 should 210-
identit cards in the luhnitities  requested.

M. Under Agenda Item	 L8, MilliMUM Mesh Size for Grotmdfish in the Regulatory Area, it was noted that it had
not been possible to achieve a consensus in STACTIC because of the lack of advice from the Scientific
Cowell OH that matter.	 It was agreed to defer discussion until the next annual meeting when the
st tenttIi, advi	 would likely he available.



51. Two more items taken from the STACTIC Report were then discussed: Review of STACTIC Forms and Procedure
for Communicating with non-Members of NAFO. Under the first item, Review of STACT1C Forms, the
Fisheries Commission ,reed with the reconmiendation that a one da/ session of STACTIC should be held
in advance of the next meeting of the Fisheries Conoission to review that  item and others.

Under the second item, Procedure for Communicalingwfth non-Memberspl NAFO, it was discussed whether
such conmmnication, of inspection results for instance, should he sent direct to the non-member con-
cerned or sent to the Executive Secretary. The Delegate of Canada argued in favour of sending the
information to the Executive Secretary. The Chairman_ noted that there seemed to be agreement that
information should be sent 	 to the Executive Secretary but no consensus dS to what the Secretar y should
do with such information.	 it was agreed to discuss the Tuestion turtGer at the next annual meeting.

Under Agenda item 20, Conservation and Enforcement Measures, it was noted that the Working Group on
the subject had been unable to meet. It was_agse-2d lial Working Cronp would Erovide firm recommendations
to the next annual meeting, of the Fisheries Conunission.

', Li. Under Agenda Items 16 and 17, concerning Fish stocks in the Regulator y Area and Stocks overlappiiil
national ftsitinj limits, the Commission agreed on a table showing 'PAC's and quotas for 1982. (See
Appendix V). On a proposal from tile DeleatepfCntfirbi it was a.g.reild to record that the footnote
concerning cod in Division 	 3M should read as follows:

"The TAC will not be increased beyond 12,40S M.T. until
the Scientific Council advises thst the age 3 plus mean
biomass has	 reached a level approximately equal to one
hall the mean age 3 plus equilibrium biomass associated
with fishing at E rna), and assuming long term average re-
cruitment levels."

On sfiltial (ilic.r) in Subareas 1 plus	 4, the Delelpte of the EEC stated that he and the Delegteof
Canada had agreed on the relevant footnote appended to the table. (See Appendix V). He wished to have
recorded, however, the EEC view that the allocations of squid between Canada and the EEC should be
shared in a manner to he determined by the Parties so as not to exceed the difference between the 'fAC
and the total of other allocations. The Delegate of Canada expressed the view that the concept of
sharing and joint determination would not be appropriate in the circumstances and that it would be
sufficient to say that each of the two Parties should limit its allocation so that the combined total
will not exceed the difference between the total of the other allocations and the 'l'AC.

36. Under Agenda Item 21, Tint' and Place of Next Meeting, it was greed that the next annual meeting would
be held in Halifax September	 1982 and that meetings of SUCTIC and Working Croups
would be scheduled for September 14	 in advance of the Fisheries Conunission meeting.

57. As there was no further business, the Third Annual Meeting of the Fisheries Conunission adjourned at
1150 hrs., 11 September 1981. The press statement is at Appendix V.
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Fisheries Commission

OPENING PRGCEDURES

I.	 Opening by the Chairman, Mr. J.	 II. P.	 Parnell (EEC)

Appointwnt of Rapportcur

Adoption of Agenda

Admi,o-.ion of Obsetveitt

Publicity

ADMINISFRAliON

6.	 Final	 Approval 01 the Reootts of the	 2nd Annual Meeting (FC Doc 80/1X/16, Revised)
and el the Report of the Second Special Meeting (IT Doc 81/1V/4, Revised).

/.	 Approval of the Report of the Third Special Meeting (FC Doc 81/Vt/i)

Review of Commission Membership

Review of Rules of Procedure

Proposal to replace Rule 4.1 so twat a Drat( Prov s i011A 1 Agenda is sent 100
days before the date fixed	 for the opening of the meeting (FC Doc 81 / I X/ 5)

Stud y al the status ()I Observers	 (FC Due 81/V1/1, Section 20, page 4)

9A.	 Election of Officers

COMMISSION PROPOSALS

10.	 Status el Pieposals (Cifuttlar Letter 	 81/51)

INTERNATIONAL CONTROL

II.	 Annual Return of Iniringements 	 and corresponding forms

Fishing Vessel Registration

Enforcement in Div. 3M (H: Doc 	 80/IX/ 1 6, Revised, Section 22, page 5 and
FC I), 	 81/1V/4, Revised, Section 24, page 6)

14.	 Inspectors identif y cards (FC Doe 80/IX/16, Revised, Section 26, page 5)

of STAcTIC

	CONSERVATION	 - Appendix I of the Report	 of the ticieutiltt (A)1111Cit (SCS Doc 81/Vi/20)

Management Measures lot fish stocks in the Regulator y Area

Cod in Div. 3I1
i) Lung-term management plan

Redtish in Div. 3M
American plaice in Div. 3M

1/.	 Management Measures tot tish stocks overlapping national fishing limits

Cod in Div. 3No
Redtish in Div. iLN
American plaice in Div. ILND
Yellowtail ilonader in Div. 3lN0

	

(e)	 Witch flounder in Div. 3NO

	

(I)	 Capelin in Div. 31No
(g)	 Squid (lPfcX) in Lubareas	 3 and	 4
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Minimum mesh size for groundtish in the Regulatory Area (FC Doc 80/111/2, Revised September

20; Schedule LV, Part V of Conservation and Enforcement Measures in NAFO Regulatory Area;

and PC Doc 80/1X/16 Revised, Section 	 21, page 6)

(MIER MATTERS

Review of the international Scientific Observer Program (PC Doc 80/IX/16, Revised,

Section 14, pages 2 and 3)

20. Conservation and Enforcement Measures for NAFO (FC Doc 80/IX/16, Revised, Section 10,

page 3, Section 15, page 4 and Section 23, page 6)

ADJOURNMINT

91, Time and Place of Next Meeting

Other Business

Adjournment
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kulrr of Procedure lot the I°isher ics Commission

Notice ol Amendwal eel Ride 4

ORIIER UI liVINESS

Rule 4:

	

4.1	 A dealt provisional_ iffeuda lot each anneal Of special weting of the Fisheries Commission,
or any of ifs ffilhi.idiary bodies, shall Le prepared by the Executive	 Secretary, in accordance
with instructions	 from the Chairman, or the Chairman of the aievant subsidiary body, and
he dispatched b y the litecutive Secretary to all Coniracti4 Parties, their representatives,
and invited okerver, not less than q ° days below Ilse dote fixed for the openiq of the

	

4.2	 A provisions] agenda lor each annual or special meeting of the Fisheries Commission, or any
of it:,	 bodies, shall be prepi,n1 by the Executive Secretary, in accordance with
the in!druetions from the Chairman, or the Chairman of the relevant	 subsidiary body, taking,
into account any	 iig,; ,,estion:, or commeuL, received following, distribution of the draft pro-
visional agenda, and he diHpatched by the Executive J;ccretary to all Contracting Parties,
their roore:ofirativcH, and invited observers, not less than III days 	 before the date lixed
!Ur the opening of the meeting.

	

4.3	 Except as provided in paragraph 4.4, no order of hu:An,tis shall he the subject of a decision,
unless the subject matter has been included in the provisional agenda and explained in a
memorandum, circulated 1,J the Executive Secretary to All the representatives of the members,
together With the	 cotaesponding provisional agenda.

The Fisheries CoInti!;, ion, Hy a majority ol the votes ol all	 present and casting
affirmative 01 negative votes, may take decisions involving amendment of these Rules of

provided that no vote shall he taken unless there is a quorum of at least two-
thirds ol the members.
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N I	ATLANT 1C	 I; I !MLR I I	 01-ICAN I V.AT ION

I'll lot)	 ANIIPAI,	 MEET I NC -- SEPTEMBER 1981

Report	 of t he

	

Slf.infli	 t e	 I n Lorna ([offal	 (.(.)nt. rol (STA(:T1(:),

1.	 'fhe 'Churl Annual 	 Not lug of	 t he Standiup, Committee on lntomitiona l

Cont rot	 (` - lACTIC)	 win	 t',h.ti rmait of	 I hr I' H;Iii , r	 !.;i	 n, hlr.

Fit rite I I .	 Delegat ions (rota Japan, EEC, 	 , Cuba, Port (tga 1 , and CatLada were

pre:,ent .

7.	 Itlrctitin 01 Cli,tir Ian.	 NIr.	 .i i[-soils (Canada) was t- lecLed

Cliff i !min.

1.	 Adopt i on of Alienila. 	 The Provis i Lout I Agenda was amended by	 adding

Iwo i ti n e, anreferred	 to 	 by	 the Fisheries ('ommisr;ion,	 1,1i ti respect It)	 Inspector

I dent t	 Cards and Minimum flesh	 size lot	 regula ted species	 of ground fish in	 the

kel;u latory	 Area.	 (Appendix; 1

4.	 Apif_oint ment of lIftappi teur.	 lit. R. Prier was appointed	 as Rapporteer.

S.	 Review	 of Animal	 Return	 of Int riiavments. 'the	 Chai rman stated that	 the

Execut ve	 Secretary had int ormed thin that 	 the annual returns were incomplete. Ho

requested	 the delegates present	 to	 indicate when the Executive Secretary could expect

Their  returns.	 The Cuban Pe I elate	 statedted	 nee would ' ottni t t heir rot urns on

September	 9t h.	 The EISSII Delegate stated 	 hey had	 fi l read% submitted thei n re turns

for 1960	 and are now prepared	 to	 submi I	 a	 report	 on [921 1 .	 It was agreed that	 these

returns would be summarized in	 a	 document 	 to I 	 issued t•, t he fief' re tar iat	 STACTIC

noted that	 there  iippearcd to be	 considerable le I fiy:i in the	 submission 01 the required

information	 and	 draws t if the Commiss ion's 	 attention the need for more timel y sub-

mi ss ion to	 the NAEO	 Sec etari	 by	 Contract ing Parties of returns on inspections 	 and

lot r I ngements and diopo:;il ion 	 of	 infringements.

6.	 Review of ff FACIA C	 Eo	 s. The	 Chai rman deferred the discussion  of 	 t his

item Fending	 elariIicali on(run/	 I. he	 Executive Secretary

Review of Registration of Ves!. .e Is Cisltinein the Ituulator y	Area. The

Chairman staled	 the	 Executive	 Secretary	 had	 apparently received, to	 date, information

foIv F rom Canada.	 'Ho Chairman	 referred	 to	 the minutes of	 f lie last	 Amnia I Meeting

in which	 Canada and	 Portugal had	 indicated	 they would updat e their submis	 .	 Hie

Port floes e	 de I euat	 s tat ed this	 int orma t ion was on	 it:; way to the Executive Secretary.

1t was agreed that	 t he Secretariat be requested  to 	 :issue an	 updated	 1 lot of vessels

reit' f-; lered	 to I i	 n	 ory	 Are :t.
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8.	 Consideration of Enforcement in Division 3M. The Chairman reviewed the

record of the previous meeting of the Fisheries Commission in which an expansion

of 3M enforcement by the members of NAFO was proposed. At that time, Canada, USSR,

EEC, Cuba and Portugal had indicated a conmdtment to participate in this proposal

for increased enforcement in Division 3M. The Chairman requested the delegates

to indicate their level of participation in 1981 and plans for 1982. The delegate

from the EEC stated that because of external factors the level of participation by

the EEC fleet in the Northwest Atlantic had been less 	 than originally anticipated

for 1981. Since the level of participation in the Joint Enforcement Scheme was

dependent on the level of fishing activity in the NAFO area by 	 the EEC, there would

be no participation in 1981 by the EEC. he was hopeful that the EEC would be able

to participate in 1982 but could not make a firm commitment at 	 this time. The

delegate from Cuba indicated that Cuba had net her commitment in 1981. A Cuban

inspector accompanied a Canadian patrol vessel which patrolled in the NAFO Regulatory

Area. The delegate from Canada stated that Canada had planned to provide 90 sea

days in Division 3M in 1981. During the period January 1 to August 31, Canada has

patrolled in 3M for 38 days. Due to other commitments the sea days allocated to

3M had to be reduced. However Canada had provided 71 hours of air surveillance in

3M and carried out 49 inspections of	 foreign fishing vessels of which 18 were in

apparent violation of NAFO regulations. The Portuguese delegate stated they were

ready to carry out joint inspections 	 in 1981 but have not carried out any to-date.

However, they hope to do so in the near future. In 1982 they intend to carry on

this activity throughout the year. The USSR delegate	 stated that in 1981 two

Soviet patrol vessels have been engaged In joint enforcement in the NAFO Regulatory

Area. One vessel, the ZURBAGAN, had been on patrol from February 1/ to May 31

for 104 days. During this period the ZURBAGAN conducted 27 inspections (14 Spanish,

9 Portuguese, 2 Cuban, 2 Japanese).	 in addition 10 Soviet vessels were inspected.

A second vessel, the UMBRINA commenced her patrol on June 2 and will remain in the

NAFO Regulatory Area until October. 	 To-date the UMIIRINA has conducted 29 foreign

inspections (13 Spanish, 13 Portuguese, 3 Canadian) and in addition 7 Soviet. The

USSR  delegate indicated that 5 Spanish vessels boarded did not allow inspections

below decks and that a joint Canada/USSR inspection conducted on one Spanish vessel

on August 22 had Holed appaltall	 •• I	 IiIy, ki • 1 • I■ I 11K.	 I n

1982 the USSR will send two patrol vessels to conduct inspections in Division 3M.

The USSR delegate reaffirmed that on February 16, 1981 the USSR had submitted its

report on infringements and vessel registration for 1980.
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The Chairman requested that the delegate from Canada present the Canadian

proposal contained in NAFO/FC Doc. 81/IX/10. The Canadian delegate stated that

the proposal was that each Contracting Party provide an enforcement capability in

proportion to its allocation in Division 3M. For every 100 M.T. of allocation it was

suggested that each Contracting Party commit 1 patrol day. The Chairman asked dele-

gates for comment: on the Canadian propobal. The delegate from USSR stated the USSR

could support the Canadian proposal. The delegate from the EEC indicated that

although it was an interesting proposal, they could not support it because the scale

is based on allocations, and catches do not necessarily equate to allocations. He

further indicated that, in his view, the proposal was too rigid and that a more

flexible approach is required. He stated that a wide range of factors determine the

ability of a nation to participate in 	 the enforcement scheme. The Chairman sunmiarized

the comments and suggested that the proposal be discussed further at a subsequent

meeting.

9 	 Inspector identity Cards.	 The Chairman stated that the Executive

Secretary had requested each Contracting Party to estimate the number of Identity

Cards that it would require. Replies had been received from all Contracting Parties

except three. It was agreed that the Executive Secretary be requested to provide

these Identity Cards in the quantities requested.

Minimum Mesh Size for Regulated Species of Groundfish in the Regulatory 

Area. The Chairman referred to the Canadian proposal tabled at the September 1980

meeting in which Canada proposed a minimum mesh size of 130 mm irrespective of material

in order to ensure consistency with the regulation that had been adopted in the

Canadian zone of jurisdiction. This proposal had been referred by the Fisheries

Commission to the Scientific Council for review. To-date the Scientific Council

has not provided any definitive advice on this issue. The Fisheries Commission had

requested STACTIC to determine whether there is a problem with the adoption of a

common mesh size irrespective of material. The USSR  delegate agreed that there are

advantages to a common mesh size but the simplest solution would be for Canada to

adopt 120 mm minimum mesh size for its area of jurisdiction. The USSR deIelate

indicated that there was no scientific advice to support a uniform minimum mesh

size of 130 mm. He further indicated that all NAFO measures and regulations should

he based on scientific studies. In addition the adoption of such a regulation would

create economic problems for USSR vessels. The delegate from Cuba expressed deep

concern with regard to this proposal. He indicated that more scientific data

should be gathered on this subject. He noted that in the redfish fishery there
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was a great	 escapement of redfish when using 120 ant mesh size and the adopt i on of

this proposal would not decrease this problem. In fact, in the case of redfish a

reduction in the mesh size may he appropriate. The delejiate from Canada indicated

that the concerns with respect to redfish had been taken into consideration. The

Cuban delegate reiterated his concern that more scientific evidence is required

before establishing 130 no as a uniform minimum mesh size irrespective of material.

He stated Cuba would also have economic concerns with the proposal. The EEC delegate

stated that	 the EEC could support the Canadian proposal. The Chairman noted that the

Scientific Council had not yet provided firm advice on the uniform minimum mesh size

proposal and that tlwre may not be time at this meeting for the Scientific Council

to provide advice on this issue. He suggested (flat this item be discussed further

in the Fisheries Commission if scientific advice were to be forthcoming before the

end of the Annual Meeting; otherwise, the matter would have to be deferred to the

next Annual Meeting.

The Chairman advised the delegates he would speak to the Chairman of

the Scientific Council to ascertain when further advice on the proposal could he

expected. He then requested views on whether the existence of different regulations

within the Regulatory Area and the Canadian zone of jurisdiction would pose major

problems. The EEC: delfapte slated that it would not be a serious problem since

130 um is already required for EEC vessels fishing West of Creenland. The Portuguese

delegate stated he would he interested to know why Canada increased the mesh size.

The Canadian delegate stated that the preamble of the proposal outlined the Canadian

rationale for increasing the mesh size. Enforcement officers and vessel captains

found it next to impossible to determine applicable mesh size due to difficulties

in establishing the material used in the manufacture of nets. The rationale was

one of practical enforcement. The delegate from the USSR stated that there would

be problems since Soviet fishermen would have to use two trawls; however, USSR

vessels would be able to cope pending further scientific advice.

II.	 The Chairman adjourned the meeting at 1810 hours Tuesday, September 8.

12.	 The Chairman, Mr. L. S. Parsons, reconvened the STACTIC meeting at 0925,

10 September. Delegates from Japan, Poland, EEC, USSR, Cuba, Faroes, and Canada

were present. The Chairman welcomed those members who were not present at the First

session and outlined the 3 items which were deferred from the last meeting. The

three items	 to be discussed further were:

Mesh size

Enforcement in 3M

(c) Review of STACT1C forms
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Minimum Mesh Size fur Regulated Species of Croundfish in Regulatory  Area.

The Chairman stated in respect to mesh size that he had agreed to meet with the Chair-

man of the Scientific Council to determine if they would be able at this meeting to

provide more definitive advice on the implications of a uniform minimum mesh size.

He had been informed that the Scientific Council would be unable to produce a report

at this meeting other than what was reported at the June meeting.

Consideration of Enforcement in Division 3M. The Chairman summarized

the discussions on this item at the first session and indicated some progress had

been made on expanding the enforcement activity in 3M not only by individual Contract-

ing Parties but through joint enforcement activities. He briefly reviewed the

activity by Contracting Parties in 1981 and pointed out that some Contracting Parties

had expressed support for the proposal while others felt it was too rigid and that

a more flexible approach was required. The Canadian delegate stated Canada would

like to see an expanded program adopted in Division 3M along the lines indicated in

the proposal, however, Canada was prepared to consider alternative means of accomplishing

this. The main point was that the participation of Contracting Parties should bear

some relation to the fishing activity by those Contracting Parties in 3M. He added

that Canada is willing to cooperate with other nations through joint enforcement

in Division 3M. The delegate from Cuba expressed the view that the paper is a basis

from which to develop an enforcement program and that the proposed formula would be

useful as a guide to minimum requirements. His delegation would like to study the

proposal further,follow ng which Cuba would forward its specific plans to the NAFC

Secretariat. The delegate from the EEC reiterated that patrol effort would depend on the EEC's

overall level of fishing activity in the Convention Area. He noted that the Canadian

proposal had served as a useful reminder to all Contracting Parties that the burden

of enforcement has not been equally shared to-date. He agreed with the Cuban delegate

that the delegations should further consider the proposal and forward to the NAFO

Secretariat their plans for 1982. The Faroes delegate asked the Chairman to review

the eulorcement activity In 3M in 1981. The Chairman complied. The Faroese delegate

further asked whether foreign inspectors could go on Canadian patrol vessels. The

Canadian delegate indicated they welcomed foreign inspectors on Canadian patrol

vessels for training purposes. He added that if Contracting Parties found it diffi-

cult to send patrol vessels to the Regulatory Area they should consider placing

inspectors on their fishing vessels. If this was done then the NAFO Secretariat

must hi• informed that the designated fishing vessels would he carrying inspectors.
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The Polish delegate indicated that they did not have much fishing activity in 3M but

could support the Canadian proposal. He indicated they intend to send an inspector

on hoard a fishing vessel in 1982. The Faroes delegate stated he was unable to

make any commitments at this time pending further study of the document. He,

however, expressed interest in the possibility of sending an inspector on a Canadian

patrol. vessel. The delegate 'tom Japan stated that they would be unable to send an

inspector to 3M in 1982. The delegate from Canada requested that those Contracting

Parties who intend to send patrol vessels or inspectors to t h e Regulatory Area	 in-

form the NAFO Secretariat in order that maximum coverage of the Area be made with

the resOlaCea available.

in sLunmary, the Chairman noted progress had been made in expanding

enforcement activity in 3M. There seemed to be general agreement that the burden

of enforcement should be shared equitably, taking into account the level of

fishing activity in the Regulatory Area by the respective Contracting Parties. It

was generally acknowledged that this task had not been equitably shared in the

past and that efforts should continue to ensure that the enforcement responsibilities

are shared by all Contracting Parties. STACTIC agreed that the proposal contained

in NAFO FC Doc 81/1X/10 should be studied further by all Contracting Parties following

the Annual Meeting and that each Contracting Party be requested to submit to the

Secretariat before the end of 1981 its specific plans for enforcement activity 	 in

Division 1M in 1982.

Review of STACT1C Forms. The Chairman tabled three forms that the

Fisheries Commission had requested be reviewed in light of the revisions to the

Conservation and Enforcement Measures. These were:

Annual report of inspections and infringements

Disposition of annual reports of inspections and infringements

(c) Registration of vessels

and asked for comment:;. After some discussion the EEC delegate reconunended that

the NAFO Secretariat draft revised forms to be discussed at a STACT1C meeting to

be held one day earlier than the next scheduled Annual Meeti ng of the Fisheries

Commtiasien 01 NAFO. STACT1C agreed to reconmkanl to the Ciamlicsion that (1) a one-

day session of STA( ric he scheduled in advance .1 the next scheduled meeting of

the Fisheries Commission to review this and other items; (2) that Contracting Parties

be requested to examine the forms and submit any suggestions for revision to the

Executive Secretary before the end of 1981; and (3) that the Executive Secretary

be requested to produce draft revised forms in advance of the meeting suggested

in (1) and taking into account such suggestions for revision.
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The Chairman asked if there was any further business. The Canadian

delegate noted that there was no clear provision within existing NAFO rules for

the communication to non-members of the results of inspections carried out in the

Regulatory Area on vessels 'of non-members. STACTIC agreed that the Commission

be requested to address this issue at its current meeting with a view to clarifying

procedures. One possibility would be to require that the results of such inspections

be forwarded to NAFO Secretariat for transmission to the appropriate authorities of

non-member states.

There being no further business the Chairman thanked the delegates for

their participation and adjourned the meeting at 1010.
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Standing Committee on international Control (STACTIC)

Agenda

Opening by Chairman of the Fisheries Commission, Mr. J. B. P. Farnell (EEC)

Election of Chairman

Adoption of Agenda

Appointment of Rapporteur

Review of Annual Returns of Infringements

Review of STACTIC Forms

Review of Registration of Vessels fishing in the Regulatory Area

Consideration of Enforcement in Division 3M

inspector's identity Cards

Minimum Mesh Size
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NORTHWEST ATLANTIC FISHERIES ORGANIZATION 

THIRD ANNUAL MEETING - SEPTEMBER 1981 

Press Notice

1. The Third Annual Meeting of the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) was held at Halifax,

Nova Scotia, Canada, during 8-18 September 1981, under the chairmanship of Dr. A. W. May, President

01 NAEO and Head of the Canadian Delegation. The meetings of the General Council and Fisheries Commission
were held 8-11 September and the meetings of the Scientific Council from 8-18 September.

Attending the meetings were delegates Crum the tollowing Contracting Parties: Canada, Cuba, European
Economic Community (EEC), Faroe islands, German Democratic Republic, Japan, Norway, Poland, Portugal,

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Observers were present from Spain, the United States of

America, and Korea.

1. On the basis of scientific advice provided by the Scientific Council from its meeting in June 1981,
agreement was reached on conservation and management measures in 1982 regarding total allowable catches

(TAC's) and allocations for certain fish stocks, three of which are entirely outside the Canadian 200
mile Fishing zone in NAFO Division 3M and six stocks overlapping the 200 mile fishing zone in Divisions

II., 3N, and 30 (Table I). Allocations were also made for the 1982 TAC for the short-finned squid

(Illcx ill..orboou:,) In Subareas 1 and 4.

4. The election of officers for the next two-year period was also carried out. Dr. V. K. 2ilanov (USSR)

was elected Chairman of the General Council with M. Leigh (EEC) as Vice-Chairman. Dr. W. M. Murphy
(Canada) was elected Chairman of the Fisheries Commission with Dr. J.A. Varea (Cuba) as Vice-Chairman.

11 September 1981
	

Office of the NAFO Secretariat
Dartmouth. Nova Scotia_ Uanada
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Table 1. Total allowable catches and quotas (metric tons) 	 for 1982 of particular stocks in Subareas 3 and 4 of the NAFO Convention Area.
(The values listed include quantities to be taken both inside and outside the 200-mile fisheries zone, where applicable.)

SQUID

CONTRACTING PARTY	 COD	 REDFISH	 AMERICAN	 PLAICE	 YELLOWTAIL	 WITCH	 CAPELIN	 tZi:.ex

	

3M	 3NO	 3M	 3LN	 3M	 3LNO	 3LNO	 3NO	 3LNO	 3+4

Bulgaria	 -	 -	 300	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 500

Canada	 100	 9,800	 5,500	 10,000	 250	 54,200	 22,470	 3,000	 30,0003	 -E

Cuba	 480	 850	 1,550	 2,250	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2,250

European Economic Community	 2,405	 210	 1,200	 -	 -	 700	 430	 -	 -	 -'

Faroe Islands (Denmark)	 2,900	 -	 -

German Democratic Republic	 -	 -	 350	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

Iceland	 -

Japan	 -	 400	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2,250

Norway	 1,200	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

Poland	 500	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 1,000

Portugal	 3,500	 1,100	 600	 850	 250	 -	 -	 -	 -	 500

Romania	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 500

Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics

Others

1,270	 4,340	 10,350	 10,900	 1,000 1,950	 5,000

50	 700	 100	 150	 500	 100	 100	 50

TOTAL 12,405 1 17,000 2 20,000	 25,000	 2,000	 55,000 23,000	 5,000 30,000	 150,000

1 The TAC will not be increased beyond 12,405 M.T. until the Scientific Council advises that the age 3+ 7.1ean biomass has reached a level approximately equal
one-half the mean age 3+ equilibrium biomass associated with fishing at F max , and assuming long term average recruitment levels.

:AC shall not be increased until such time as the Scientific Council reports that age 3+ annual mean biomass has reached 200,000 metric tons.

Reserved 'for Canadian fishing in 3L.

4Anv quota listed for squid may be increased by a transfer from any "coastal state" as defined in Article 1, para. 3 of the NAFO Convention,

provided that the TAC for squid is noc exceeded. Transfers made to Contracting Parties conducting fisheries for squid in the Regulatory
Area shall be reported to the Executive Secretary, and the report shall be made as promptly as possible.

The opening date for the squid (illex) fishery is 1 July 1982.

The dashes	 appear in the place of allocations to Canada ana the EEC Cc no: signify zero allocations. Allocations to these Contracting

Parties, as yet undetermined, shall not exceed the difference between the to:al of allocations to other Contracting Parties and the TAC.
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